I enjoy many an exchange with Nancy Mulvany, ASI’s last conference organizer, in California—usually with swifter responses than those I find from London answerphones and letters.)

Meanwhile, articles from *The Indexer* have been translated to appear in the journal of the Japan Indexers Association, and we have been pleased to receive letters from indexers and *Indexer* readers in China, Nigeria and South Africa, all with news of plans to establish societies of indexers there.

The title of this journal’s regular feature reporting on the societies’ activities has changed from ‘Shoebox, International’ to ‘Network of Indexers’. We seem indeed to be achieving the worldwide comradeship and communication this suggests. Good! Sure! Bouzer!

H.K.B.

---

**Coming events**

**1993**

December 7–9 **Online Information 93**—the 17th International Online Information Meeting. Olympia 2, London. *Details from Learned Information Ltd, Woodside, Hinksey Hill, Oxford OX1 5AU, UK.*

**1994**


May 13–14 **26th Annual Meeting of American Society of Indexers**. Town and Country Hotel, San Diego, California, USA.


July 15–17 **Society of Indexers conference**. Norwich City College, Norwich, Norfolk. *Details from: Jill Halliday, The Old Maltsters, Pulham St Mary, Diss, Norfolk IP21 4OT, UK.*

**1995**